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After your company to proclaim no longer to sale ATi A15 2.1/2.2 on 2007year, the OREC A15 2.1/2.2 is 
ATi’s secret products to substitute with ATi A15 2.1/2.2 and only for sale to some engineering companies to tort 
my invention secretly at the same time.  It was very clear as some of your agents told me the fact. 

Another proof is, in your www.analyticaltechnology.com/public/sitemap.aspx that was not only found in the 
dissolved Ozone monitor of A15 2.1/2.2, but other use for Sulfite, Chlorine, Sulfide and Fluoride Monitor of 
A15/66, 79, 81 & 82 complete with nothing missing at there to show! 

Now, in the first instance, please see the attachments 1. or you visit the link at 
www.ycec.net/PFCO-Machine.pdf , that PFCO-Machine was use ATi A15 2.11 to equipment to faultless my 
medicine invention of PCT/SG03/00145, please see the attachments 2.or you can find it at my second website at 
www.ycec.net.   

Secondly, please see the attachments 3., that was my important open letter issued on 17.1.2015 or you can 
link at: www.ycec.com/UN/150117.pdf, still more open letters that could be see my main page at： 
www.ycec.com/UN/120617/witness-history.htm or www.ycec.com/UN/war-felon.htm, because the ex-Chairman 
Mr. Jiang ZM of China was officiating country power to match up his bandit policy to rob my factory of sweat 
and toil in Shen Zhen City of China before 1999year and after close Court gate!  So the ex-Chairman Mr. Jiang 
ZM was to bribe international society since ex-President George Walker Bush include today’s Obama to 
conceal my medical invention, after then Hong Kong Government grant me patent right on August of 2004 after, 
so I had to design in attachments 1. that the PFCO-Machine use ATi A15 2.11sell to hospital with clinic in Hong 
Kong begin on 2005year, but the conceal powers by ex-Chairman Mr. Jiang ZM of China that was very big and 
powerful in the dark, so that had not any fruitful results! 

The above fact was very acute, but international society and China is still stealthily using my medical 
invention, so the international conceal that must to keep from my PFCO-Machine sell to every country hospital 
in first, and the next still to limit other engineering company to buy your ATi A15 2.11 to copy my design of 
PFCO-Machine to break the international conceal.    So by this reason, it was certainly is your ATi boss or 
administer bribe-taking by China or White House’s force only no longer to sale your Ozone Monitor ATi A15 
since 2007year, and after use OREC A15 2.11 only to sales that engineering company of unofficial decision to 
tort copy my design after distribution to that unofficial decision hospital or organization to tort use!   

Therefore, then two medical personnel of Ebola transport early or later by air to go back USA’s Emory 
University hospital on August 2-5, 2014 after, in the TV news, Obama was very proud to announce on August 6, 
2014：“…We have ZMapp new drug, …but supply for West African that suitable time still immature…”, then it 
has not been 300 days since Obama’s lie and the Ebola death toll increased by 826 to exceed 11,000.    

So the Obama’s lie that was unable to justify one's own argument already.  Another truth is in Emory 
University hospital that indispensable to have a tort copy of my design, the PFCO-Machine and use your OREC 
A15 2.11.  

Due to the except panel with trademark transform OREC that all appurtenances in full agreement ATi 
A15 2.11, therefore your ATi company can not get out of the duty of tort copy with conceal my medicine 
invention.  
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More importantly is, in as this the tort copy my design of PFCO-Machine on the sly that can not be openly 
used for the public, except when Ebola to kill without spilling blood in West Africa, as flu in Hong Kong, Since 
January to April 23 of this year the death toll already exceed for 500 that was under to announce by Department 
of Health of Hong Kong but stopped to announce on April 23, 2015 after, further as the Middle East Respiratory 
Syndrome that death toll and society-panic on the rise at Korea yet, similar in American hospital still have not 
my medicine invention with design of PFCO-Machine open use for public, is it possible that have not flu in the 
America? Or American live is cheap?   

The above-mentioned that was authentic, so Analytical Technology ATi company’s acts of no longer to sale 
ATi A15(especially sale for me) with use the OREC of pseudonym to support tort and the international conceal 
that must stop at once, because it could be less more American death and lest dirty reputation at history to 
become a defendant.  

In the end, I wish that Analytical Technology, Inc. to think over again and sell ATi A15 2.1/2.2 to me to 
break the international conceal thus saving more lives, because I will certainly to empower open use for include 
every American! 
     Thank you! 
 
Regards, 
 
PCT/SG03/00145  
Inventor 

 
Lin Zhen Man 
2015-6-10  
 



Surface Treatment of SARS-Infected Lungs 
 

 
 Invent Abstract  

 
 
SARS infection has wreaks havoc in China, Hong Kong and Taiwan and its effects sending 

repercussion throughout the entire international society.   The death rate has been high and the 
Chinese and western medical social were quite helpless about this. For more than hundreds of 
years, lung infectious diseases have always been classified under medical science as internal 
organs disease. However, today, this paper will point out that this opinion has been 
misunderstood.  There is a need to associate such infection disease with air as an interface. 
Therefore, SARS infection is a kind surface ulcerous infection. 

 
Since there have been changes from the above-mentioned medical science opinion, we have 

found the best medical scheme. It will no longer be a dream for SARS infected patients to be 
discharge from the hospital in a matter of hours. The SARS infected will no longer be life 
threatening again. Hence, mankind can proudly declare their triumph over SARS. 

“Surface Treatment infected of SARS infected lungs” is under the brand new medical 
concept of the outcome. The “ 01 Therapy” is the core of the “Surface Treatment”.  The 
sterilizing liquid that is infected into the lung lobes is the surface treatment liquid for 01 therapy 
of the lungs. The formal name for this liquid is Per Fluoro Chemical ( PFC ) and the sterilizing is 
ozone. 

Abstract Pictures 
 

(Fig.4) 
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Surface Treatment of SARS-Infected Lungs 
Inventor  Zhen-man Lin 

 

Claims  
 

1. The main characteristic of the “Surface Treatment of SARS–Infected 
Lungs” is to inject sterilizing liquid into the lung lobes. 

2. The formal name for the medicine of sterilizing liquid is Per Fluoro 
Chemicals (PFC) adding ozone forming a medicine. 

3. Including any other lung diseases and SARS inflammation. 
4. To add antibiotics or other bactericide into the sterilizing liquid to 

suppress or to kill the virus. 
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(SUBSTITUTE CLAIMS)Surface Treatment of SARS-Infected LungsUS Application No. 10/469,063Claims 1.  In the lungs infected disease field, the main characteristic treatment of the “Surface   Treatment of SARS-Infected Lungs” is to inject sterilizing liquid into the lung  lobes. 2.  In the infected disease area of the lungs, the claim of patent medicine which formal name for the medicine of constituents sterilizing liquid is contains Fluoro Chemicals (PFC) adding ozone forming a medicine.  3.  “Surface Treatment of SARS-Infected Lungs” in claim1, including any other lung diseases and SARS inflammation. 4.  “Surface Treatment of SARS-Infected Lungs” in claim 2, to add antibiotics or other bactericide into the sterilizing liquid to suppress or to kill the virus. 5.  In the claim 2, the liquid includes all liquids of fluorine element. 6.  In the claim 2, includes any substitute liquid to mixing ozone or the single oxygen is decompose by other element. 7.  The  claims include a brand-new medical theory that is “The handling effect of difference in temperature” for cure cancer. 8.  In the claim 7, include a brand-new method of medical treatment of “Frozen-Therapy” for kill dead the cancer-cell.
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Surface Treatment of SARS-Infected Lungs 
 

I. Background of the invention 
 

Since February 2003 years, SARS infection has wreaks havoc in China, Hong Kong and many other 
countries in the world. Its effects had send repercussion throughout the entire international society.  The death 
rate has been high and the Chinese and western medical social were quite helpless about this.  So China, 
Taiwan , Hong Kong, Singapore and Canada etc. were listed on travel warning district by World Health 
Organization and pecuniary loss surmount thousand a hundred million, Mankind is faced with death threat. 

 
Knowing how to treat the SARS virus infection had became the top most urgent matter in the Southeast 

Asia. During this urgent and difficult period of time, the inventors had came up with an innovative medical 
scheme to save lives, the newest of medical scheme is “Surface Treatment of SARS-Infected Lungs”.  Due to 
the urgency of saving lives, the draft was fax to the Hong kong chief executive and Chinese leader on 15 May 
2003. The English version was also forwarded to “WHO-Padey”, “WHO-Liden” by Mey-Verme, Mrs Cnia 
(WDC) and the leaders who were holding the Geneva meeting on 20 May 2003. 

 
II. PREFACE 

 
About the functions of the lungs. 
 
The lungs mainly serve to redistribute the blood from the right ventricle via the lung artery to various 

lung sub-arteries and capillary vessels in the alveoli, thus achieving gas exchange introducing oxygen and 
releasing carbon dioxide. Then the blood returns from the lung veins to the left atrium and mixed at a certain 
proportion in the right ventricle. That is the big circulation of oxygen-containing blood in the arteries 
providing energy for the body! (Fig. 1.)  

 
Here the medium for gas exchange is not special, just like pumping the air to the bottom of a fish jar to 

produce bubbles and the oxygen enters the water by rubbing against the external spherical surfaces of the 
rising bubbles. Our alveoli work like the bubbles in the fish jar and have a large surface area for air contact. 
The contact area of the dense alveolus tissues in the lungs is up to 70 m2! Tiny blood vessels are spread over 
the surfaces of these tissues to complete “gas exchange” or, in other words, pulmonary ventilation, via 
distribution through the blood, interstitial layer and cells. That is the basic idea of the lungs according to 
modern medicine. 
 

On the medical history, sort of Lung diseases have been numerous. Tuberculosis used to be an infectious 
disease difficuit to cure.  However, it can be cured 100% thanks to the discovery of multiple antibiotics. 
Infant pneumonia is also a common disease, not to speak of pneumococcus. This article describes how to treat 
SARS. 

 
First, treatment by the traditional Chinese medicine. This method mainly relies on absorption function of 

the 
intestines and stomach, which impedes the development of the traditional Chinese medicine. Traditional 
Chinese prescriptions only help the intestines and stomach to share the burden of the liver, thereby improving 
only our immunity. 
 

However, the prevailing SARS cures at present are based on Western medicine. The Chinese mainland 
advocates such antibiotics like tetracycline and erythromycin while Hong Kong regards ribavirin and steroid as 
effective SARS-containing medicines, but in Canada, which had used Ribavirin for a long time, has now 
stopped using it because it may have serious side effects.  

 
However, no matter how to, the antibiotics is being absorbed by the intestines and stomach or injected via 

the veins, they cannot change the subject of the method of transporting anti-bacterium factors in the blood. We 
call this method blood therapy. Because , many elements in the anti-bacterium factors cannot be absorbed by 
the intestines and stomach, so the Western medicine takes the lead by this therapy. 

 
That is why the medical circles are focusing on how to improve the efficiency of the “anti-bacterium 

factors”. 
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But, as shown in Fig.2, if the injection point is found in the arteries of the lungs, then the “blood therapy” 
may become much more effective, as proven by the noticeable flow ratio of the artery and lung circulation. 
SARS-containing clinical practice is thus more effective. However, we want to point out that the efficiency 
direction of the “anti-bacterium blood therapy” of SARS is wrong. 
 
As there is a need to define air as an interface, so SARS infection is a kind of surface ulcerous infection. This 
is a new medical definition, which is likely to revolutionize lung treatment!  Therefore we use a familiar 
industrial term “surface treatment” and to include a technique of supersonic treatment.  This is like applying 
purple liquid medicine to the ulcerous skin which is much more effective than “blood therapy” using any 
antibiotic. 

 
Up to this point, we can optimistically predict that once the “surface treatment” technique which depends 

on various antibiotics recommended has found clinic applications, then a SARS patients need only to go to the 
hospital to have their lungs washed, and SARS will no longer be fatal. At the same time it can also be effective 
for other pneumonia diseases. 

 
Let’s learn something about the physical properties of SARS before dealing with the subject matter of this 

article—SARS treatment:  
 
1. Fig. 3 is downloaded from the Internet. SARS virus is smaller than 50 nanometers. SARS virus has 

numerous crown-like developments, making it absorptive. Overcoming such absorption is significant 
for the “surface treatment” technique recommended in this article. When we contract 
bacterium-induced faucitis, we just wet our throat with brine and the pain immediately subsides, 
because some bacteria are “washed away” by brine, as proven by observing under an electronic 
endoscope. This traditional inflammation relief method through brine is well-known to all. Inspired 
by this idea, I think such a simple method can also prevent SARS virus from entering the lungs 
through the mouth and throat. 

 
2.  Super-small and super-light virus is visible only through an electronic microscope and the 75-nm N95 

standard respirators we use cannot keep out SARS virus, so SARS virus spreads by means of the tiny 
water droplets and dust particles in the air. In view of that, we can work out a series of effective 
preventive measures like the “surface treatment” method recommended in this article. 

 III.  Five lung “surface treatment” methods  

1. Antibiotic gasification and absorption; 
2. Massage and sternutation;  
3. Taking out and sterilizing lung lobes;  
4. Local quick freezing for sterilizing of lung lobes;  
5. I njecting sterilizer into lung lobes. 

Discussion 1   

The method of antibiotic gasification and absorption is not new. This method is effective at the early stage 
of infection and may serve as a preventive measure before and after medical operation. This method 
presupposes that the antibiotic in question must be dissolvable in 37℃ water.  

Discussion 2  

The method of massage and sternutation is more suitably called physical therapy. It works like this: 
pressing the alveoli by applying force on the lungs and detaching the virus from the cell wall of the alveoli. 
Facing the nose toward the sun may help to induce sternutation, which is recommendable at the early stage of 
infection or as a preventive measure. Therefore sunlight sternutation device will be popular on the market. 
Sternutation is the best exercise for the chest and lungs, and sneezing three times a day is good for senior 
citizens. The benefits of such an exercise are hardly known but it is a good piece of news for people with weak 
lungs. This method is just preventive but not effective in detaching the highly absorptive SARS virus.  

Discussion 3  
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Taking out and sterilizing lung lobes is not just a dream. It involves the invention and clinical application 
of external blood oxygen adding device. This method includes liquid medicine submersion and temperature 
difference treatment, the latter being the latest medical concept not only suitable for lung patients but also for 
cancer patients and others. Further exploration of this method may help to replace antibiotic blood therapy 
with this method: 

 a.  External liquid medicine submersion is more flexible that internal liquid medicine submersion. There 
    are a few or no Liquid medicines that do not damage alveolus tissues. However, an effective liquid 
    medicine for lung lobe submersion will be more effective and attractive if combined with supersonic  
    wave.  
  
 b.  What is temperature difference treatment?  The organs and virus under treatment have difference        
    physiological temperature curves. Temperature difference effect is achieved by selecting a 
    temperature point which is fatal to viruses but from which the organs treated can revive. It is not 
    important whether this method is recorded in medical literature, but the method proves simple, the 
    essential point is the revival rate of the organ under treatment. This is therefore a highly 
    recommended method. 

Discussion 4  

Local quick freezing and sterilizing of lung lobes is also based on temperature differences but technically 
it is an improvement from the above three discussions. Taking out lung lobes without cutting off arteries and 
veins may minimize the damage to the organ and inter-organ contact, making this method practical. While it is 
difficult to carry out on Lungs, it is feasible for “semi-detached organs” like. The root of the problem is that 
the quick-freezing equipment involved is not as simple as an ammonia cyclic refrigerator. The clinic freezing 
device must work in contact mode and is capable of lowering the temperature of an organ of about 1 kg to 
-30-50℃ within 5 ~ 10 seconds. Many medical fields are gone up and breakthroughs will rely on this kind of 
technical accomplishment, that is made in accordance to the trade circle of science and technology 
requirement. 

Discussion 5  

Injecting sterilizer into lung lobes is the subject matter of surface treatment technique of this article. I do not 
specialize in medicine but just a little medically minded. Inspired by the idea of relieving oral and throat 
inflammation with brine solution, I managed to find some suitable solvent and sterilizer, but it has to undergo 
clinical test. But I’m sure that so long as some qualified chemist proposes and there is an adequate range of 
solvents and sterilizers, SARS will be overcome!  

IV.  O1 Therapy for “surface treatment” of the lungs  

The sterilizing liquid injected into lung lobes is the surface treatment liquid for O1 therapy of the lungs. 
The formal name for this liquid is Per fluoro chemicals (PFC) and the sterilizer is ozone. 

This method of introducing supersonic wave with sterilizing liquid may make SARS virus less absorptive 
and quickly clear viruses in the lungs. This new and practical therapy works like bombing the SARS virus with 
smart cruise missiles. The missile is single oxygen (O1) separated from ozone, hence “O1 Therapy”!  

The effect of the regular antibiotic therapy currently used is limited in that this therapy entails blood 
exchange, and it is also limited by blood density. For example 50nm-minus SARS virus is hidden in the middle 
layer that is inaccessible via the capillary vessels, so the mortality rate of this “blood therapy” is still over 10%. 
The “blood therapy” of Western medicine has reached its maximum potential. On the contrary, “O1 therapy” is 
highly effective and is likely to reduce the death rate to zero.  

1. Selection of PFE solvent;  
2. Properties of ozone sterilizer;  
3. Lung “surface treatment” design flow;  
4. Test with animal lung;  
5. Special of operating table.    
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1.    Selection of PFE solvent  

PFC comes to our mind when we select a liquid medium for cleaning alveoli. Clinical cases are 
available for PFC breathing technique. We can rely completely on such an effective sterilizer or antibiotic to 
kill SARS virus. PFC has the characteristics:  

1. No color, taste or smell, not poisonous;  
2. Low surface tensile strength, not dissolvable in water or fat;  
3. High dissolving coefficient for oxygen and carbon dioxide, high density and low solubility, higher 

dissolving coefficient for ozone;  
4. Volatile under indoor temperature and body temperature, does not changeable into other matter via 

catabolism; 

With the above features, PFC qualifies as a lung surface treatment liquid.  It has a dynamic function.  
On the one hand, oxygen can pass through it to achieve constant gas exchange in the lungs, and on the other 
hand, the liquid PFC can permeate any alveoli, so that the O1 element in PFC can freely trace SARS virus. The 
volatility of PFC ensures that no sequela will appear. What is more, PFC can also clean the lungs of damaged 
cells, cell fragments resulting from inflammation, and SARS virus residuals.  

 2. Characteristics of ozone sterilizer  

1. The molecule formula of ozone is O3, which is an allotrope of high-energy oxygen and is dissolvable 
in water and various liquid chemicals; 

2.  Low-density ozone is colorless and smells like a special grass. It is blue at high temperature and its 
density is 1.5 times that of air;  

3. Ozone sterilizes by releasing single oxygen atom to oxidize and damage the cell of the virus, leaving 
pure O2, which is beneficial to the lungs;  

4. Ozone dissolved in water sterilizes more forcibly and quickly, and it is dissolvable in liquid PFC;  
5. When the density of ozone exceeds a certain limit, its sterilizing function is just a matter of seconds;  

Therefore, ozone is a good choice as an alveoli sterilizer. The following figures are cited from 
world-recognized experiment documentation for ozone sterilizing.  

  Density  Time  Types of viruses and pathogens  Sterilizing 
efficiency 

10mg/m3  20 mins       Type-B hepatitis surface antigen 
(HbsAg)  99.99%  

0.5ppm  5 mins  Type-A flu virus  99%  
0.13mg/L  30 seconds  Poliomyelitis virus type I (PVI)  100%  
40µg/L  20 seconds  Coliphage ms2  98%  

0.25mg/L  1 minute  SA-H and human-wheel virus type 2  99.60%  
* 12.6mg/L  4 minutes  Coronaviridae  100%  

4mg/L  3 minutes  HIV  100%  

 

 

Ozone 

sterilizing 

8mg/m3  10 minutes  Mycoplasma, Chlamydia, and other 
pathogens  99.85%  

 
*  Red indicates every liter of lung surface treatment solution contains 12.6mg ozone, which may serves as a 
reference when we consider the test dosage of ozone. 

3.    Lung “surface treatment” flow  

The treatment flow takes the treatment for example of the right lung, while reserving the breath of the left 
lung for the time being. The final purpose is to treat both lungs at the same time. Process 3 can only be used 
only after process 4. Test it with animal lung, before applying it on human. It must be noted that the test with 
animal lung is intended to prove that it applies to process 3, the human body treatment. The advantage of the 
reverse sequence is time saving.  
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 a. Surface treatment clinic (must be professional anesthetist except for bio-chemical test of body 
energy)  
   diagram :   ( Fig. 4)  
  
 b. Surface treatment clinic scheme 

Prescription   
PFC 

solution 

 Flushing 
PFC 

solution 

 

Oxygen supply
 

 

Anesthetist  
project 

    

 

 

 

Supersonic 
load device 

  

  Cleansing 
SARS-infected  

L/R  lung 
 

  

Supersonic wave 
liquid level   

Treatment part 
imaging 

 ５

   

 

 

 

  
 

Taking back  
the flushing  

solution 

 

 

 

  Liquid level 
detector    

 

 

Other 
 preparations 

 

 4.   Test with animal lung  

Test with animal lung includes two stages: test with one lung of the baby pig and test with both lungs. 
This process simulates process 3, as specified below: 

       a.  Inject pure PFC into three without virus influence of baby pig  

Baby 
pig  

Pure PFC injection  10 mins  Pure PFC injection  30 mins Pure PFC injection  120 mins 

   Change of 
blood 

oxygen 
amount  

Heart 
pulses

Symptom 
description 

Change of 
blood 

oxygen 
amount 

Heart 
pulses 

Symptom 
description

Change of 
blood 

oxygen 
amount  

Heart 
pulses  

Symptom 
description

1                             
2                             
3                             

          b. Inject 12.6mg/L PFC into three virus-free pig to test its reaction to high-density ozone:  

Baby 
pig  

Pure PFC injection  10 mins Pure PFC injection  30 mins Pure PFC injection  120 mins 

   Change 
of blood 
oxygen 
amount  

Heart 
pulses

Symptom 
description 

Change of 
blood 

oxygen 
amount 

Heart 
pulses 

Symptom 
description

Change of 
blood 

oxygen 
amount  

Heart 
pulses  

Symptom 
description

1                             
2                             
3                             

c. Inject 25.2mg/L PFC into three virus-free pig to test its reaction to high-density ozone:    
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Baby 
pig  

Pure PFC injection  10 mins Pure PFC injection  30 mins Pure PFC injection  120 mins 

   Change 
of blood 
oxygen 
amount  

Heart 
pulses

Symptom 
description 

Change of 
blood 

oxygen 
amount 

Heart 
pulses 

Symptom 
description

Change of 
blood 

oxygen 
amount  

Heart 
pulses  

Symptom 
description

1                             
2                             
3                             

d. Inject 12.6mg/L PFC into three infected of baby pig to test its reaction to high-density ozone:    

Baby 
pig  

Pure PFC injection  10 mins  Pure PFC injection  30 mins Pure PFC injection  120 mins 

   Change of 
blood 

oxygen 
amount  

Heart 
pulses

Symptom 
description 

Change of 
blood 

oxygen 
amount 

Heart 
pulses 

Symptom 
description

Change of 
blood 

oxygen 
amount  

Heart 
pulses  

Symptom 
description

1                             
2                             
3                             

 
Note 1.  The above a-c tests are intended to test whether PEC solvent with or without ozone has bad 

effect on the lungs. In test c, the density of ozone can be further increased until a reliable pig 
lung reaction curve, which may serve as a reference for chemists for preparing prescriptions for 
human treatment. 

 
Note 2.  Test d is intended for SARS inflammation, needing an infected pig. Tests with difference 

densities can be worked out by analogy, but the baby pig under the test is much more resistant 
to diseases than man. Usually, after 1-3 medicine reaction tests, similar results can be obtained 
in the tests with various dosages and can be observed under a microscope, and the bio-chemical 
lab can work out a guided report for the chemists in a short time. The test planning is for your 
reference only. 

 
 

 Important points in designing the operation table 
 

The operation table should be designed such that it can turn horizontally so that the patient on the table 
can turn left or right with an angle of at least 45 degrees to facilitate the treatment of the left and right lungs. 
 

V.   Conclusion 
 

From the viewpoints mentioned above, combining the PFC solution and ozone together will attack the 
SARS virus in no time, the method will sure to treated the SARS virus infection and there will be no side 
effect at all, the invention will save many lives and change medical-historical for lung disease.  
 

-end- 
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Fig. 1 
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Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 4. 
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PFCO–Pharmacy-Machines 
 

Standard Model:  PFCO-PMA 
 

 

 
 

PFCO-PMA 
 

 

 

Introduction  
   

These unusual PFCO pharmacy machines are ideal 
for laboratory, hospital and clinic to compound a specific 
remedy for infectious lung disease.  The specific remedy 
was to fixed dissolve some Ozone which pharmaceutical 
name shall be to denominate for PFCO-1, but it only 
suitable for clinical to put in use immediately or 
short-term store; another products for dissolve fixed 
some Oxygen to have other purpose of lung disease, the 
pharmaceutical name shall be to denominate for 
PFCO-2, it could be to store in a long-term.    

 

These unusual PFCO pharmacy machines are 
consumption Fully-fluorinated liquid and the bottled 
Oxygen of purity over 99.5%.     

    The PFCO were specially for treating high fever 
from the SARS, bird flu and flu of any type including the 
phthisis, which advance at the same time has good effects 
on tidying up the lungs of smoker and lung-dust ill of 
aged people.  

 

The invention of PFCO to put in used that was 
absolute to rewrite the history of medical treatment of 
Chinese and Western, so the PFCO medicine and the 
machine of pharmacy it will be about to obtain 
application extensively. 
 

   The machine of PFCO in accordance with the invent 
name that the “Surface Treatment of SARS-Infected 
Lungs” of the patent right of the HK patent number 
HK1060833 to supervise the manufacture and design, the 
patent right and copyright was possess simultaneously, so 
it must be strictly forbid to copy! 

 

The patent application number of PCT was 
PCT/SG03/00145, the patent of every country in 

    

application; inventor is looking for the agent of the 
pharmacy machine or the PFCO medicine in every 
county.    

 

       

 

Characteristics  
‧ The standard model is PFCO-PMA which in used a 

set of ATI A15/64 dissolved ozone monitor, the 
measurement range it was enough for the pharmacy 
of PFCO-1 in general; 

‧ The model of PFCO-PMB added one set of 
dissolved Oxygen monitor that measurement range 
between in 0-60ppm for pharmacy the PFCO-2 or to 
show the capacity of dissolved Oxygen of PFCO-1;   

‧ The PFCO pharmacy machines was to pick an 
Ozone generator of water-cool type, the oxygen 
purity must to outstrip 99.5%; 

‧ The PFCO pharmacy machines was made by 
stainless steel including the airtight-ness jar and it 
was inbuilt a filter in here; 

‧ The standard airtight-ness jar to distinguish of 
three types which were 5, 10, 20 kilogram PFC 
which were 5, 10, 20 kilogram PFC capacity, to have 

 
 

‧
 
 
 

something custom-made by order to specify; 
‧ The PFCO pharmacy machines was to picked 

oil-less, non lubricated diaphragm liquid pump and 
control by a three digital timer for measure bottling 
or input the liquid for the lung transfusion bottle; 

‧ The PFCO pharmacy machines was to pick the mix 
pump it could to prevent oxidation; 

‧ The large-scale pharmacy machine include the 
automatic bottling system must by special quotation 
at some other time; 

‧ Volume:  450 x 710 x 1360 mm (5Kgs) 
‧ Pharmacy efficiency:  30-60 Min/ 5Kgs, it looks as 

if the standard of filter and consistency. 
‧ Min. Pharmacy quantity:  1 kilogram 
‧ Weight:  29 kilogram 
‧ Overall Power:  146 watt / 220v 
 

 

 １ 
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Equipment Introduction 
 

1. A15/64 Dissolved Ozone Monitor: 
 

a. Display:  16-character alphanumeric liquid   
crystal display with backlight. 

 

b. Measurement Range:  Programmable 0-20.00 
PPM standard or 0-2.00. 

 

c. Sensitivity:  0.001 PPM above 0.005 PPM 
 

d. Repeatability:  ±0.01 PPM 
 

e. Linearity:  0.5% 
 

f. Response Time:  90% in <60 seconds 
 

g. Output Range:  Programmable for any range 
from 0-1 PPM to 0-20 PPM. 

 

h. Sensor Temperature 
Compensation:  Automatic -2°C to +52°C. 

 

i.  Sensor:  Polargraphic membraned sensor. 
 

j.  Sensor Materials:  Noryl and stainless steel. 
 

2. Digital Timer:  0-999 second.  
 

3. Magnetic Drive Mix Pump:  
 

a. Motor:  6 W / 220 VAC / 50 Hz 
 

b. Speed:  2,800 rpm.  
 

 
 

 

4. Diaphragm Liquid Pump: 
 

a. Free flow:  400 ml/min  
 

b. Max. Power consumption:  5 W  
 

c. Max. Suction height/vacuum:  6.0m WC 
 

d. Max. Pressure intermit-tend:  15m WC 
 

e. Max. Pressure continuous:  10 m WC 
 

5. Ozone generators: 
 

a. Max. to yield up:   3g / h 
 

b. Power:   80 watt / 220v AC 
 

6. One ser of Cooling radiator: 
 

a. Capacity:  400 x 90 x 250 mm 
 

b. A submersible pump  
or pressure boost:  50 watt / 220vAC 

 

7. Customer have authority to choose to arrange for 
one set of destruct chamber for deal with the 
overflow for mix or discharge outdoor:  

 

a. Power:  150 watt / 220v AC; 
 

b. Catalyst Mixture: Mn02/Cu0;  
 

c. Construction: T316 Stainless Steel; 
 

d. The specifics after in order. 

 
The PFCO is an up-to-date medicine of an invent patent, but, the Ozone can not be stored in the medicine to offer 

for sale, so the clinic and hospital who they must to buy the PFCO-1 machine and the patent to be authorized after that 
right away to compound and right away to use, the effect of medication far better than the present one by hundredfold 
which medicines of lung germs infect, for instance, As there is a need to define air as an interface, so SARS infection 
include any type of flu which is alike property of the ulcer of superficiality and bacterial infection, this is a new medical 
definition and as well as the basis of our patent invention and the basis for your belief in our patent too.  It also that 
proven that the effect of medication of any antibiotics or vaccine was inevitable finite for bacterial infection of lung 
illness of any type flu, up to the present, no anyone doctor or specialist who could to negate this diagnosis theory of 
medical science! That was to include in before long time, a SARS medicine guides still to point those steroids, Ribavirin 
of antibiotics that make public of the Hong Kong Hospital Authority, obvious, the error in diagnosis was unlucky for 
residents of HK city! The requisition for patent negotiations it was still in proceed. 

 
Therefore, the PFCO-1 was the only chosen medicine for curing SARS, this medicine machine can be used to 

control the Ozone concentration easily, the clinical concentration form it could be to consult “The effect of medication 
and ingredients of PFCO-1”，the misgivings of “burn lung-cell” it may be solved by the hide-test, in addition to this , 
the clinical does not have any side effect! 

 
At present, the PFC liquid and an oxygen atom is not classified by any country as a controlled medicament 

matter.  Our PFCO-Pharmacy-Machine have provides PFCO-1 and PFCO-2 allows certified medical practitioners to 
prescribe medicine for lung infections caused by bacteria.  For example, according to Hong Hong’s section 28 of 
Pharmacy and Poisons Ordinance, all registered practitioners prescribe and use this type of medicine could be without 
having to register with the medical and drug regulatory department.  Furthermore, those unauthorized hospitals and 
clinics will not dare to use this practice openly.  This is therefore beneficial to the PFCO invention and its patent as it 
gives them more protection. However, as the usage of this medicine may differ among countries, it is necessary that the 
retailers of different countries to be aware of this.  

 
These designs according to a patent authorize and copyright to possess simultaneously, so which was strictly 

forbid to counterfeit! 

 
Represented By: 
 

 
 

LZM Patent (liaison) Office 
 

10 Ava Road Ava Tower # 19-07 
Singapore 329949 
Tel: 65-63533647 Fax: 62585636 
E-Mail:      lhj@ycec.com

            lzmyc@singnet.com.sg
WebSite:  www.ycec.com

Yet Chong Electric Company 
 

Blk. C-4, 13/F., Wing Hing Ind. Bldg., 
14 Hing Yip St., Kwun Tong, Kln. 
Hong Kong 
Tel: 852 2344 0137 Fax2341 9016 
E-Mail:  lhj@ycec.com

          lzmyc@singnet.com.sg   
 

mailto:lhj@ycec.com
mailto:lzmyc@singnet.com.sg
http://www.ycec.com/
mailto:lhj@ycec.com
mailto:lzmyc@singnet.com.sg
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Subject：1. Obama acquiesced to hijack MH370 airplane only for content George Bush’s mood but nonintervention 
WHO slaughter Ebola life!  
2. Fictitious sex scandal of Prince Andrew for pressure Oxford join lie camps of research Ebola vaccine! 

        3. Obama must vouch all MH370’s hostage safety, Interpol have duty intervene to investigate instantly! 
This newly email meat at:→ www.ycec.com/UN/150117.pdf  or htm  

Respectable 
Any country leader, MP, Law, Hospital,  
Medium & Academic circles   
Dear  
Sir or Madam: 

Because dressing a coat of sovereign state but is the IS terror organize in the process to abuse civilization, so 
WHO continue kill at random life , MH370 also to skyjack by them, below the open letter very important and it will to 
tell you the truth:   

『WHO slaughter Ebola life fast to add & Relation to direct MH370’s  
oddly disappeared together top of evil in 2014year!』    

lzm/17.01.2015 in Hong Kong 

     Head  Preface   
I. Why WHO continue to nonintervention the Ebola butcher life?   
II. Why did MH370 of Malaysia aviation oddly disappeared？   
  A.   Preface   
  B.   Who must shoulder the criminal responsibility of MH370’s    

       artificial disappearance?  
  

  C.  The doubtful point of MH370’s artificially disappear?   
  D.   Where the purpose of artificially to make MH370’s disappear?   
  E.   Conclusion   

Head Preface 
The year 2014 has just past, yet WHO’s Director-General acquiesced by Obama with CP CHina continues to 

allow the Ebola to kill more than 8500 lives still impenitent and witness by before a email meat at: 
www.ycec.com/UN/141122.pdf.  It is no wonder that the Seal was also unwilling to stay out of the limelight to show 
the abilities of rape-killing a Penguin to imitate them of the vicious power so reported beginning on Nov 17, 2014!    

As a result of the network to seal off by CP China with Obama, so the power of my emails was stopped after my 
open letter of ultimatum to WHO’s Director-General that expire on November 14, 2014 total near 50days after!   It 
was very misfortune, the year 2014 has just past, yet WHO’s Director-General still impenitent and continues to allow 
the Ebola to kill life from 5000 fast to add today’s 8594 person!  

It is no wonder that the Seal was also unwilling to stay out of the limelight to show the abilities of rape-killing a 
Penguin to imitate them of the vicious power so reported beginning on Nov 17, 2014!    

Because Swiss life in common with sufferer of conceal medicine invention, so I will send out a letter to Swiss 
police investigation have power to arrest WHO's Director-General Margaret Chan with penal prosecution, for this 
reason, the INTERPOL also must to intervene instantly!    

As a result of the inventor status of PCT/SG2003/00145 was to identification by UN a subordinate PCT organize 
so ought have power to prosecution WHO's Director-General Margaret Chan in International Court of Justice, if you 
are a ICJ validate lawyer, please help with contact me to rid the people of an evil and prosecution WHO's 
Director-General!  

Also, why has the MH370 of Malaysia aviation oddly disappeared is similarly artificial and prank directed by 
above the vicious power?  Because WHO have not any a reason to conceal my medicine invention of 
PCT/SG2003/00145 that already exceed eleven years up to now to kill innumerable life and unable to get off stage!  
Therefore, CP China’s vicious power to direct the odd to disappear of MH370 to tacitly agree by Obama on Mar 8, 
2014, that maneuvers an attempt is only for kidnap me!    

Now the truth is revealed, please join in the reprimand line to save life! 

         I.  Why WHO continue to nonintervention the Ebola butcher life? 

When the announce by WHO that Ebola has killed more than 5000 lives, I have no choice but to send an open 
letter to WHO’s Director-General Dr Margaret Chan by facsimile with a registered letter and at the same time forward 
to UN Secretary-General Mr. Ban Ki-moon on Oct., 27, 2014. The open letter of ultimatum is below: 

www.ycec.com/UN/141027.pdf  or Chinese www.ycec.com/UN/141027-hk.pdf 
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    The seal rapes penguin, this is a recent discovery 
and published on Nov 17, 2014 that just after five 
days on the ultimatum term in letter for WHO's 
Margaret Chan by inventor!    
   Anyone could be browse the TV at: 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=kqjfW-MZsMo 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=ABM8RTVYaVw  

Now，the WHO's Margaret Chan with Obama are a pair seal right in the process of raping and killing West 
African to accept the ZMapp drug and wait for the Ebola vaccine, but, other the African countries are like those 
helpless spectator penguins!   

About the specifics of Ebola, you should to see in www.ycec.com/UN/120617/witness-history.htm   
As a result of derive from the network to seal off my Email ability that strengthen by CP China and start above 

the deadline of ultimatum at November 14, 2014, therefore, prosecution the WHO’s Director-General cannot choose 
but delay and as well as agree by implication from Obama, so WHO’s Director-General Dr Margaret Chan continued to 
secure knowing that she has strong backing to kill without blinking an eye!   Although it has been only fifty days, WHO 
killed more than 8000 lives through Ebola!  

Hence, as a result of WHO’s Director-General Dr Margaret Chan up to now can not reply to my above letter of 
ultimatum, and once again refuses to admit and recommend my invention of “wash lung” treatment in 
PCT/SG2003/00145 to the Ministry of Public Health in your country that only it can save the lives of all the Ebola’s 
patient the only one treatment and PFCO drug, therefore, the WHO’s Director-General Dr Margaret Chan simply is a 
homicide fiends unscrupulously!   

The only gladsome thing is, in the ultimatum letter of www.ycec.com/UN/141027.pdf that bacterin of VSV-EBO 
lie by Ministry of Public Health of Canada and accept by WHO, notwithstanding Obama had order sanitation graduate 
school of America to lie their “Ebola bacterin test-success” to appear in the newspapers on Nov., 27, 2014 in attempt 
to press for Swiss research worker identification those bacterin of VSV-EBO supply by Ministry of Public Health of 
Canada, but as a result of the “bacterial infection” only the prime culprit of SARS or today’s Ebola not the “virus” is the 
most success’s medicine-discover in this century that clear indisputable that my ultimatum letter already led to WHO’s 
lose in prestige completely as known by everyone! 

Therefore, Swiss researcher to stopped the clinical experimentation and announce on Dec., 12, 2014!   The 
reason is “part of the inoculate person to appear unanticipated side effect”!   In the fact, as to lower the percentage of 
virus in bacterin, all the “part of the inoculate person to appear unanticipated side effect” it will be not to existence, 
nevertheless, that anticipate so-called the “antibody” in the body for those “bacterial infection” at the lung that have 
nothing to do with crucial!  So Swiss researcher with Ministry of Public Health of Canada them to have a sense 
of shame and drop out the lie-battlefront wittingly!      

In the meantime, the ZMapp drug that Obama lied about vanished from the international media! 
Then above mentioned Western medicine scope or WHO is ashamed for showing their true colors, the shameless 

WHO’s Director-General Dr Margaret Chan is at her wits' end now, so she immediately order the program director Dr 
David Hoover haughty to profess WHO will authorize and supply the Ebola blood serum to Ministry of Public 
Health of Liberia for test Ebola patient to appear in from BBC News on Dec.15, 2014!  But the Ebola blood serum is 
as absurd as the bacterin!   Why?  Because ordinary fever naturally and normally is possible that cure after 
the blood serum had not so-called “antibody”?!  Is it possible that they no longer have fever again?!  Therefore, by 
this simple reason and medicine logic, it is undoubtedly clear that those already need not be exposed here by me! 

The above fact is undeniable, to barter for more bribes from CP China，Obama once again ordered his FDA to 
play another subject of “Biocryst flu injection” attempt again to captivating media with all living creatures and 
published on Dec.23, 2014！ Because the FDA did not to confess any principles of medical science in the “Biocryst flu 
injection”，so the absurd degree still more the “Ebola-bacterin”!    

Because the lie abilities of Obama or control by his that medicine scope were as a fool useless, so Obama still 
does not stint to squander public wealth again order the FDA urgent to authorize the Roche Holding Ltd (RHHBY) to 
test the Ebola-virus in patient body that “LightMix Ebola Zaire rRT-PCR” as reported in the newspapers on Dec.30, 
2014！ So Obama attempt not to abandon the “virus” for the lie base that was most foolish and further to be 
exposed!   

On the side, then I had a letter to part fax to fifty African country leaders with their Ministry of Public Health to 
show up why CP China shall be all-out to prevent from any country to admit and use my medicine invention of 
PCT/SG2003/00145 in hospital!   Please to see at:  www.ycec.com/UN/120617/witness-history.htm  that layout at 
2014.11.20 and link the any one name of fifty African countries, because the ex-Chairman Mr. Jiang ZM of China was 
officiating country power to match up his bandit policy to rob my factory of sweat and toil in Shen Zhen City of China 
before 1999year and after close Court gate!    Because my factory of overseas-funded enterprise in China 
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possess my invent design of full automatic machinery equipment far to surpass all the machine kingdom as Japan, 
Korea and Taiwan the same trade since 1984year to be known far and wide and line up the not-for-sale item, as a type 
catalog at: www.ycec.com/HC/spring_coil.pdf  

But it was very unfortunate that today’s Ebola death toll rise every day, however on behalf of west power politics 
that Obama not to know clear the right and wrong still with CP China to haggle over prices on top of at table or bottom:  

I. Obama signed a bill to sell four frigate to Taiwan and violate the promise in“8.17”bulletin;   
II. It is perceived that at TV, then Because Obama open his mouth to censure RMB devaluate after, CP 

China promised the RMB will not devaluate by a wide margin;  
III. Support for the brother John Ellis Bush of George W Bush to run in an election president same CP 

China to make public bribe Neil Bush that purpose not have both, please see the 
www.ycec.com/UN/121012.mht or pdf，because I had clear to say I will prosecution George 
Walker Bush regret his promise for me!  www.ycec.com/911/Patent_Application_in_US.htm 

IV. …… 
As seen above, notwithstanding Obama Gov., or WHO they have not any reason to continue concealing my 

invention of PCT/SG2003/00145 to save Ebola patients, but they exchanged for more bribes from CP China, so they are 
to get together Asiatic other country include China, Japan & Korea to specially map out a conference at ministerial level 
of Public Health aims for hostility Ebola epidemic situation to reach agreement to stop from grant me the Thailand 
patent of PCT/SG2003/00145 on December of 2014year！ 

Due to the seriousness of the above situation, China Premier Mr. Li 
Ke-Qiang visited Thailand on Dec.19, 2014. He acted on order and used a huge 
sum preferential bribe and exchanged rice with high-speed railway entice 
Thailand Premier reach Beijing to sign contact, but he was unable to understand 
any preferential will not make up for the 10years turmoil in Thailand the loss by 
Red-shirt-corps and admit PCT/SG2003/00145 in Thailand patent to lifesaving is 
Thailand king’s inalienable aspiration and basic principles！ 

So please see the photo on the right, the expression of Mr. Li Ke-Qiang’s eyes and Thailand Premier that 
unsophisticated smiling face that no wonder hence to bring about all Asia medium to insane discuss is the “ A big hand 
to drag a small hand! ” as wheedle a child alike and worry he can not to substitute for the Mr. Tasin of ex-Premier again 
to confuse Thailand that unknown temporarily?!   

At the same time shown by CP China’s phtv.ifeng.com that Russia a delegate lately, 
today the monetary crisis that Russia President Mr. Putin still publicly reject CP China’s 
support lest republication a tragedy of fox to pay New Year's call chicken that as today’s 
George Walker Bush with Obama their submit because their younger brother was bribed by 
CP China so nowadays very difficult to step away from the stage! 

 
It for some time already that G-20 convoke at USA on Nov., 15, 2014, then face WHO carry on to butcher West 

African life, President Putin with other Leaders same to received my fax letter, but then Putin requested to discuss 
incur refused by Obama after so he angrily went home to sleep!   Today, President Putin once again display to other 
countries’ leaders face to show his insight and personality that can not to bribe so to merit write in history! 

As above mentioned, the whole shoot fully in eye of intelligent Queen Elizabeth II, then Ebola already killed 
exceeding 7,500 before Christmas 2014year, but to face Obama only can to dicker with CP China again, therefore, 
honorable Queen delivered a speech at Christmas wished for “Reconciliation”, Queen was to point out at below: 

 “The Ebola virus has killed more than 7,500 people in West Africa, the vast 
majority in Sierra Leone, Guinea and Liberia.  People caring for the sick or 
handling the bodies of people infected with Ebola are especially exposed to the 
virus and 365 healthcare workers have died most of them local staff.” 

So Queen Elizabeth II wished for “Reconciliation”, she said, referring to the 
Christmas Day truce in 1914 during World War I.”   

Queen Elizabeth II a loanword to request Obama not again to bargain with CP China and ought to take the lead 
let international society to admit the invention of PCT/SG2003/00145 for save Ebola patient, because Obama have his 
decision-making power!   

Further misfortune is the Oxford University was under pressure to seize and join the historical stage of lie 
camps only for conceal means to despise my invention of PCT/SG2003/00145 and continue to deceive public by 
BBC news publish on January 06, 2015.  Is it possible that the Oxford can to substitute for WHO’s 
Director-General to turn down my ultimatum letter at www.ycec.com/UN/141027.pdf?!  But, why Oxford 
shall sell out the one's lifetime prestige?  Thus it can be seen is the Obama with CP China cooperate to fictitious a 
sex scandal point to The Prince Andrew, Duke of York and publish on January 03, 2015！ 
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Now, our civilization of world became worse than before, Obama and WHO’s Director-General still stand at the 
world-stage and kill Ebola patients in broad daylight!   Naturally, it can't do without CP China to lift the under 
tabletop and on the table that bribe counters in two levels！  In addition to Obama with part of west politico only can to 
covet the bribe and to control all medium, why the CP China could be evil to this extent？ This is because the CP 
China is one of the rare non-electorate government! 

II. Why did MH370 of Malaysia aviation oddly disappeared？ 
A. preface 

Why is the Air-flight disaster death toll in 2014year so coincidentally 911 people? It has already sparked hot 
discussion among the media! It was unusual that the MH370 oddly disappeared with the current technology.  

President George Walker Bush pass through Mr. Liu of USA consulate in Hong Kong to tell me on September 2
6, 2001:  “…Mr. Lin Zhen Man, I was on behalf of American Government express and President Bush thanks to you, a
nd to guarantee your patent application to give in American... ” ！ This is a solemn promise for me by an American 
President!   Hence, President Bush proclaim he will be sign order on Oct. 1, 2001 to establish a $500 million 
fund to help the airlines make security modifications to their fleets under my invention of “three measures of aviation 
security” at Airport Chicago on 2001.9.27, so the economic crisis of 911 to remove from this moment on!  All the 
details can be found at: www.ycec.com/911/Patent_Application_in_US.htm  

But,  the ex-Chairman Mr. Jiang ZM of China use “bandit policy” to call it by the fine-sounding name of “lead in 
and protect foreign capital!”, then he was in minister office of the electronics industry on 1982-85year, because reject 
by me to sell the developed machine of not-for-sale item for his inferior factory in his hometown, now, so he just 
success rob my hard earned factory that design invent by me all the first developed machine in world after, he on the 
nail to order and forever to closed the Court entrance since 1999year just in time to show self-satisfaction, so he did not 
accept if I to obtain above 911 USA patent will be well-known in world the face!   

Therefore, the ex-Chairman Mr. Jiang ZM exhaust scheme to tacitly agree with President Bush to sell submarine etc. 
arms for Taiwan and by another a hand to bribe Neil Bush of President’s brother and publish admit by his son on 
November 27, 2004, so the outcome is the President Bush was to regret his President promise for me and order to US 
patent office use a absurd reason to void my invention of “three measures of aviation security”, all the details you can to 
see at: www.ycec.com/911/Patent_Application_in_US.htm     

B. Who must shoulder the criminal responsibility of 
 MH370’s artificial disappearance?  

If my above mentioned invention of “three measures of aviation security” the safety systems have any loophole, it 
will not be much appreciated by President Bush and announce at Airport Chicago on 2001.9.27, but why did the 
MH370 of Malaysia aviation oddly disappeared？  

Above mentioned question is very simple, because last the key of steer not at hand of aircraft commander on the 
contrary by the control center of both airports pass through communications satellite to remotely control the aircraft! 
Therefore, any acts of skyjack will not occur, this is one measures of in my invention of “three measures of aviation 
security”!    Furthermore, the key of alter secret code from Boeing company with the passenger plane at the same 
time delivery to host and again pass on to today the airport control center!  That except as by to shoot down at 
Ukrainian the MH17 or lightning strike that QZ8501 those not exists to protect by the above “three measures of aviation 
security”!   

Therefore, above the opportunity of skyjack only keep for one of Malaysia between Beijing the airport control 
center!  Only when they could be to confirm all the communications satellite not to work, or else that two control 
center must to some extent confess first for all passenger family members!  

C. The doubtful point of MH370’s artificially disappear? 
According to the news report, the MH370 airliner was found missing at territorial boundary between Malaysia and 

China, so above the key of alter secret code as a rule it must pass on to the control center of Beijing-airport, therefore, 
the skyjack maximum suspect it will in connection with the “China authorities”!   

Above the estimation further could be confirm at the beginning time by MH370 disappear, why all the 
communication a signal of cell phone to hide from view by mobile telecommunication of China and up to now that not 
find to confess for public?  Or else why the Chinese communication with IT industry that 29 person of passenger have 
not anyone to call that was incredible?  Therefore, in this skyjack act it had the relations with “China authorities”  
that was self-evident already!  

That still to see by the news, the MH370 was to control and fly over Malaysia peninsula to the Andaman 
archipelagos, and nearby a Coco Islands was to rent for China use a naval base and an information collect center by 
Myanmar government!  the news point out the MH370 to have already fly to 13716 meter height to outstrip the 
normal height for coma passenger include aircraft commander to easy skyjack! 
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In virtue of the Coco Islands has an airport in extend, but from the more bad to estimate, the MH370 airliner may 
be to landing nearby sea level after all airliner staffs with passenger still had time to “rescue” but actual as 
“kidnap-arrange” go to the Coco Islands!    

Above the result it inevitable must to tacitly agree by Obama, because all airliner staffs with passenger include 
have four American have not one to death and promise by above the “China authorities”, so Obama also would like to 
look at the unfathomable powers from the ex-Chairman Mr. Jiang ZM how to play?!   

As well as it had an official media of China was first to announce Chinese name list in MH370 airliner with   
purpose to wipe off two passenger name it seems the four American also are priority to be set free!   Therefore, the 
President Obama was very calm and purposely avoided all media for a total 9 days up to query by some of medium 
after only can to find at TV!  So the President Obama obvious to participate in skyjack or an insider!   
     Now, it is deserve to be mentioned that, I also diligently to study intensively the latest surveys technology for 
deep-sea submarine and before 2008year Olympics of Beijing to publish and fax for each country leader on May. 08, 
2008.  The details can be viewed in this link  http://www.ycec.net/lzm/080508.mht, and after monograph to 
compile at my www.ycec.com/Explore-submarine.htm on December of 2012year, but up to five yeas after it only can 
to see a  news report by the war industry news-net of Russia that a US physics science company to gain a $15,200,000 
US dollars resembling before five years that my invent already ripe contract!  But it still not to find the President 
Obama to have order to shown the American developed deep-sea technology to participate in Australia nearby the 
search for MH370 act, so from this to see the President Obama not a lie old stager and easy to show one's true colors! 

     I would like to explain at here, please immediately set free all the passenger with flight crew of 
MH370, and please do not play tricks as this small acrobatics of MH370 in view!   

D.  Where the purpose of artificially to make MH370’s disappear? 
In which one, as above the state at the preface, because my open letter of 《The bereaved of American West Nile 

Virus can to action for claims too! 》extensively send out for American society after on October 12, 2012 to censure the 
ex-President George Walker Bush to break his word for me formerly, and after again to help the ex-Chairman Mr. 
Jiang ZM of CP China to conceal my invention of PCT/SG2003/00145 it will to bring a case to court by all the 
bereaved of American and may be include today’s President Obama!  The open letter was to be excellent in both 
pictures and literary compositions simultaneously to show under the tabletop to bribe ex-President Bush with Obama’s 
two brother and to verify by CP China self an official newspaper, so they are to grind one's teeth in anger and the power 
of Mr. Jiang ZM to intensify murder me at Hong Kong with Shen-Zhen city of China！   
You can see my Chinese webpage at: www.ycec.com/Jzm/murder.htm, then the murder attempts on me at many times 
failed in Hong Kong, the evil powers still attempt to arrange to make a traffic accident murder me again to fail after on 
Mar 7, 2014 the second day to make the MH370’s disappear case on Mar 8, 2014. The intentions have two, below: 

1. As stated clearly by above the Preface, the power of Mr. Jiang ZM for to pacify George Bush if have a day 
to bring a case to court at USA by me that he anyway must to hold a case in point to sophistry, so the power 
of Mr. Jiang ZM to make as the MH370 case in reserve to witness that George Bush has not use my 
invention of “three measures of aviation security”!  But George Bush was forgot then he was to announce 
my invention of “three measures of aviation security” at Airport Chicago on 2001.9.27 after already 
irrefutable in the court, therefore, any sophistry it will be unhelpful;  

2. Because the inventor often go to other places by airliner, if use the way as disappear of MH370 to 
abduction it will be flawless!  

Because I was the inventor of “three measures of aviation security” and had lucky to avoid repeatedly murder to 
derive from above the power of Mr. Jiang ZM, so how is it possible not to know the plot of MH370’s disappear?!  
Because I only want to wait for more witness so nonce not would like to show up the one's true colors! 

The connected witness below: 

 
Kissinger with Jiang ZM 

After the case of MH370 thirty days, Mr. Henry Alfred Kissinger at 
Asia Society Policy Institute the ceremony of establish to blurt out: “Mr. 
Jiang ZM at assume office on the initial stage that greatly to underestimate 
by the external world, ”!  After all, what “capability” to underestimate?  

Chinese has an old saying: “The countenance could be produce by his 
personality scheme!”, Please see the left picture, the expression in one's eyes 

and you will to be clear at a glance!  
   As above Obama, from Mr. Kissinger similarly not a jot worried that have four American on the 

disappearance of MH370 after still talk cheerfully and humorously, by the words mean more than they say to see!  
Therefore, Mr. Kissinger certainly knew the whereabouts of MH370! 

Also thus it can be seen, the establish a purpose of Asia Society Policy Institute also to convenient Obama and 
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CP China to suppress Asia any country to tacitly agree the disappearance case of MH370 for rehearsal, the final 
destination only for an attempt to kidnapping me as this way always to disappear in this world! 

 
Ma Ying-Jie 

I had a letter send to Taiwan President Mr. Ma Ying-Jie on Aug., 18, 2012.  
The letter brought up my invention of PCT/SG2003/00145 to apply in the TW 
patent office that was no reason to be hold up for nine years after, because this 
invention saved the Taiwan’s SARS crisis on 2003year, but the Ma Ying-Jie 
was not a person who repays gratitude, on the contrary he was dismissed the 
economic minister Mr. Chen Chong from office to change his biddable minion 
after direct Taiwan patent office to cancel my application，therefore, I was to 
attend a hearing that preside by the President Ms. Gao Xiu-Zhen at that time, 

Ms. Gao 
Xiu-Zhen 

she only can to fictitious the technique examine judge had to appear in court and falsify have not in court a man 
judge to substitute she sign at the written judgment to overrule! 

Therefore, then after I had requests a afresh hearing and need not appear in court that only need to wait the 
decide by judge self under the legal rules, but, the odd matter was to occur eventually, so I had to received a notice of 
shown the date is July 28, 2014 will to a afresh hearing on August 22, 2014.   

The Chinese main page at: www.ycec.net / tw/court .h tm  
From the above, I determined that the Taiwan President Mr. Ma Ying-Jiu already participated in the line of 

skyjack for me, because the consequential is President Ma Ying-Jiu him already agree to devolve the key of alter 
secret code for powers of Mr. Jiang ZM undoubtedly!  

Above determine for the Taiwan President Mr. Ma Ying-Jiu it further witness by 
ex-President George Walker Bush, below:  

  On the side note, it was believable, then George Bush knew and convinced that I 
will appear in the Taiwan court on August 22, 2014 and consequential will abduction by 
the powers of Mr. Jiang ZM, therefore, George  Bush was very to be excited and 
abnormally accept the ice bucket challenge on August 20, 2014, in the news, he was to 
wear a T shirts to sit at a balcony to said: “ tell all who issued the challenge to me, I feel 
that the ice bucket challenge unlike a President should do.” !   

Mr. George Bush did not to forget affirmative then I was to send a letter of 
www.ycec.com/Jzm/031128.pdf to the Mr. Tonmy Liu of USA in Hong Kong consular to pass on 
Bush for requests to admit above my patents on Nov., 28, 2003 and pass nearly one year after, I had 
suddenly to see a remarkable title is “ May be affect the general election of George Bush” and the 
full text to show up how to bribe by U.S. dollars with belle for the brother Mr. Neil Bush and to 
confess without concealment by ex-chairman Mr. Jiang Zemin’s son Mr. Jiang JinHeng from HK 
wenweipo newspaper and www.Chinanews.com.cnon on Nov., 27, 2004, the details you can see at 
the seven paragraph 3.of www.ycec.com/lzm/080508.mht or pdf! 

Jiang 
JinHeng 

   Above quite right a signal for today’s kill at random Ebola life by WHO with skyjack MH370！ 
E. Conclusion 

   Also that is to say, under pressure by Mr. Jiang JinHeng and indulge from George Bush and today President 
Obama, the marshal by Mr. Jiang JinHeng that powers of Mr. Jiang ZM already succeed to put on an outer garment of 
a sovereign state and walk up a more fearful road then the IS terror organize…, again to state wait for me…! 

Please pass on this open letter for ex-President George Bush, he challenge is the historical civilization that can not 
again!  

All the airline company who must to get a notice, if have not skyjack case to appear above one of “three measures 
of aviation security” that a cipher key of remote control aircraft need not to hand over the airbase of opposite side, it 
could be avoid use by IS organize as them to put on an outer garment of a sovereign state!  

In the end, because I will not take risk to board an airplane at it is thus clear that near future, please do not wishful 
thinking to use my invention of “three measures of aviation security” to kidnapping me! 
     Lastly, please pass on this open letter to George Bush with Obama for they must be notify as the IS organize of 
the powers of Mr. Jiang ZM must at once to set free that all passenger and flight crew of MH370! 

Thank you!   

PCT/SG2003/00145  
& 10/469,063 
Inventor              

 
Lin Zhen-Man/SG/HK                           This open letter page at: →www.ycec.com/UN/150117-hk.pdf  
Jan. 17, 2015                         The main page at：  www.ycec.com/UN/120617/witness-history.htm 
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